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this patch comes with the original solo violin part and the original solo violin
part with a transposition into the key of c. so if you have the parts and your
composition is in the key of c (and are using our solo violin designer) then
this patch will transpose your composition into the key of c. if you need a

patch for the key of c, you can easily download and use our solo violin
transposition patch. if you have used the patch, please let us know! the violin
solo section of solfege has been one of the greatest requests from users and
the biggest addition to solfege. it enables you to compose in the key of c and
play music up to 6th octave in the key of c. our violin solo allows you to play

the scale and other chords that you can't play on a violin. many young
players have a hard time playing music in keys that are different from their

tuning system. the violin solo section of solfege has been one of the greatest
requests from users and the biggest addition to solfege. it enables you to

compose in the key of c and play music up to 6th octave in the key of c. our
violin solo allows you to play the scale and other chords that you can't play

on a violin. the 8dio studioquartetseries marks the most advanced set of
emotional solo strings available on the market today. the entire collection
contains solo violin, solo cello, solo viola and solo bass. all the strings were

ultra deep-sampled with an identical set of 88 articulations ranging from true
polyphonic legato (standard, sordino and run-building), a wealth of short-note

options, dozens and dozens of velocity based arcs, twelve different tempo-
synced ostinatos and additional performance based articulations.
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8dio has released halo: string 2, a sample library inspired by the halo
soundtrack. it includes everything from cellos and violins to violas and

violins. all the instruments have been recorded in a studio using only the best
microphones and no other processing. so you get pristine vocals, crisp

drums, tight and punchy electric guitars, and crystal clear orchestral strings.
the library also comes with a tutorial explaining how to use the library and
some tips and tricks to make your production sound better. it has a very
friendly and easy to use interface and comes as an instant win/mac/vsti

format. so whether you are producing your first track, or a more experienced
pro, this is a library that you will want to add to your production arsenal. solo
violin is a collection of acoustic string instruments, recorded in a small and

intimate recording studio. recorded using the finest microphones, this library
captures the warm and round character of the instruments. also included are

examples of the use of guitars, brass, and percussion. these samples have
been recorded to sound clean and punchy, with no unwanted hiss or noise.

all strings have been recorded with the acoustic cleaner line-up of eos,
capturing the subtle nuances of the instruments. this is a collection of solo
violin samples, designed to provide a great selection of instruments and

phrases for those looking for inspiration. the library is expertly crafted from
some of the finest solo violinist in the world, allowing you to use authentic

and realistic phrases. the library includes many variants of the violin, ranging
from the traditional violin, through to the electronic violin, and even the violin

and viola. 5ec8ef588b
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